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Executive Summary
The holiday activities and food programme 2021 is a Department for Education initiative to
expand healthy food and enriching activities to disadvantaged children for Easter, Summer,
and Christmas holidays 2021. The holiday provision is for children who receive benefitsrelated free school meals, with dissemination of funding via local authorities.1
Young Barnet had been working on holiday hunger with the Mayor's Fund for London so
were familiar with the concept/proposed project. Within Barnet, Young Barnet Foundation
has partnered with the Local Authority (LA) to support delivery with a specific focus on the
CYP VCSE (Young Barnet Foundation members) to supplement the statutory provision,
bringing together a wealth of activities and services across the Borough for those aged 5-16.
Building on from Easter delivery, organisations were asked to provide enriching activities,
physical exercise, health food education and a nutritious hot meal, over 4 days, 4 weeks of
the Summer 2021 holiday period with a minimum of 4-hour sessions. A holiday brochure was
developed to accompany the programme, produced by the LA, which contained useful
information, guidance, and signposting.
COVID hampered planning to a degree so preparation lead time for applications, setting up
activities and sourcing food were shortened due to the changes in COVID restrictions. Food
partners were limited as traditional routes were not available as council food partners did
not have staff available during the holidays. Utilising contacts, Young Barnet Foundation
sourced nutritious healthy hot food within budget with an extremely short turnaround from
providers within the voluntary sector.
Despite these challenges, the number of activities and places available was above the
projected targets and covered a broad range of activities from sport, art, and outdoor
education. Young Barnet Foundation received a total of 24 applications; one withdrew prior
to delivery as COVID restriction changes had implications on their projected attendance.
Therefore 23 organisations provided a total of 406 sessions and provided 20,992 healthy hot
meals that were free-to-access by children on free school meals or from disadvantaged
backgrounds.
Herein is a report on the activities that took place and includes the outputs of the projects
along with feedback from the young people involved in the programmes.
This has proved a great opportunity for the LA and the VCSEs to work together to meet the
needs of our disadvantaged children/young people. Taking the 360o of a child’s life, we have
home, school and community/faith, this partnership has given us the opportunity to further
enhance the community offer and strengthening the existing trusted relationship within our
communities by providing funding to 'up' the local community offer.
1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/holiday-activities-and-food-programme/holiday-activities-and-food-programme-2021
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4) Geographical Borough Spread
Geographical spread of Young Barnet Foundation’s members delivery.
A key objective of the DofE HAF programme is to reach children and young people in
the most deprived wards across Barnet. The areas of grey in the map of Barnet
below indicate the areas of multiple deprivation. The purple pins on the map below
represent Young Barnet Foundation members’ and illustrates how members have
targeted provision that meet the DofE requirements.
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5) Detailed Project Information
The following pages provide more in-depth detail on each project and its successes
as supplied in the Monitoring and Evaluation forms by each successful organisation.
Wording is a combination of Young Barnet Foundation and the organisation
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The Axis Educational Trust
BACKGROUND
Axis organised an enrichment activity
programme encouraging the children and
young people to engage in play by offering a
range of materials and ideas to inspire and
challenge them. This included exciting and fun
sessions such as art, outdoor sports activities
e.g. football, basketball, athletics and cycling in
the multi-use game area. There were also
indoor sports activities such as table tennis,
dance and acting. Sandwiches, healthy snacks,
and refreshments were served during lunch
break. Assemblies on ‘Healthy Eating and
Keeping Well’ and a reward assembly to
celebrate the achievements during the
programme were held.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
10-year-old girl: "I have attended for 2 weeks. I
enjoyed the performing arts and Kahoot quiz
sessions, I liked the sandwiches more than the other
food".

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
We had a successful holiday activity programme. Our
6 staff and 2 volunteers worked in rotation to provide
rich activities and personally engaged with the pupils.
The numbers on some days were lower than expected
and there was an attendance issue throughout. The
food was not always appetizing but overall the
programme served its purpose.

The Arts Depot
BACKGROUND
Arts Depot collaborated with Impact
Theatre and offered a summer camp over
11 days from the 16th-27th August
culminating in a performance in Arts
Depot's Pentland Theatre. The opportunity
was offered for those aged 6-16, with a
free hot lunch for all participants.
Pamphlets and posters promoting a
healthy diet whilst offering insight into the
dietary benefits of fruit & vegetables
incorporated in the menu were on display
throughout.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
"'It's been a really good chance to meet new people
my own age who are interested in the same things.
The best thing is making new friends."

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
We were so delighted to work with Impact Theatre
welcoming 38 children & young people to the venue
for 2 weeks this Summer making a professional
standard production of Bugsy Malone. The Young
Barnet Foundation grant enabled us to provide a free
cooked lunch every day for participants who are
usually in receipt of free school meals.
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Alexz Educational
BACKGROUND
Alexz Educational provided summer
activities for children aged 6–14 living in
Barnet. Our project supported and enabled
children and young people affected by
COVID19, living in poverty to overcome
their situation by offering them access to
education and activities that will improve
their life including storytelling through
drama, art and craft, connecting with
nature (STEM activities) and sport activities
such as a Tri Golf day.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
E, a 7-year-old female said: "I am so happy to play
with my old and new friends. I almost forgot about my
tablet".

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
Every child needs to join free holiday activities no
matter of their parents’ financial situation. Being
involved in different healthy activities will help them to
grow harmonious and develop themselves into a
responsible adult.

Barnet Borough Scouts
BACKGROUND
Barnet Borough Scouts provided young
people in Barnet the opportunity to learn new
skills whilst having loads of fun and making
new friends. Each session was tailored to the
age range of the young people with
appropriate activities and skill sets. Activities
for older children was focused on softer skills
of teamwork, co-operation, and
communication skills. Activities for younger
children had the same themes and was
delivered in a different way. For younger
children we focused on developing dexterity
skills through arts and crafts and learning
new skills like how to tie knots or origami.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
Young Person R, a male of 9-years-old said "Me and
my friends have been to lots of different summer
activity clubs but this one is our favourite".

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
My main point of feedback is the booking system. As
we previously discussed the booking portal was not
very user-friendly for us as the end-users. See notes
in feedback and Recommendations.
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Barnet Community Projects
BACKGROUND
Young people were offered a series of
activities and a cooked meal as a part of a
Summer Lunch Club. Each day there were
2 sessions each lasting for 2 hours. The
first session was sports-based activities.
The second was a range of art, craft and
food activities as well as games and
gardening activities, in addition to sessions
run by expert tutors/coaches. At the end of
the session children were given a
nutritious 2-course meal freshly cooked on
the premises. There were organised
outings, to forest schools, outdoor
adventure playgrounds, the Science
Museum, theatre shows and the cinema.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
16-year-old female. "The seaside trip was the best
ever trip I have been on with the lunch club - the BBQ
was great, and all the leaders are really good fun"

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
"We were very lucky this year to secure the funding
from HAF. This enabled us to increase the staff,
volunteers, hours and the range of trips and activities.
This was one of the best summer programmes we
have ever run, and the young people and parents were
really happy with it."

Brent Ballers Basketball Club (Ball Out Community)
BACKGROUND
The basketball & activity sessions were
suitable for 9‐16-year-old, male and
females. Sessions were devoted to
basketball coaching sessions, and the rest
of the time devoted to approximately 1
hour for nutritional education. The other
hour was to be used to deliver a range of
social and personal welfare discussions.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
"The sessions have been great this summer and I am coming
back next year to play again. I love the T-shirts! A lot of people
have asked how I got it. Also, this season I am going to join
Barnet Bulldogs as the coach has given me the clubs details. My
favourite player is Kevin Durant and I hope I can play like him
one day".

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
This summer has been very successful the weather has been
good, so the outside session has been able to be delivered. We
engaged a lot of new participants, and it was really satisfying to
be able to feed the participants lunch and in a lot of cases, it
was needed. Those who attended regularly enabled friendships
to grow between participants and the coaches which enhanced
the atmosphere day by day. We gave all participants T-shirts
and being able to provide free lunch to everyone was greatly
appreciated.
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Chaverim Youth Organisation
BACKGROUND
Chaverim offered a program to young
people and children - who wouldn't
otherwise get the opportunity to enjoy their
holiday time - with fun, structure, and
enjoyment. Those attending don't go away
on holidays and their families generally
don't offer them any form of activity in their
holiday time. The children and young
people were involved in activities and
programs with an educational structure
that gives each young person that joined,
the opportunity to build their confidence,
feel accepted, and learn life in addition to
having a holiday whilst being home.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
A 14-year-old male said, "I enjoyed coming most days
just to meet my friends. However, the program was so
well organised. I felt I couldn't miss a second of it. I
would not have had much to do if not for the Summer
Program."

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
This summer was always going to be a big challenge.
However, the support we received enabled us to
deliver a well organised meaningful summer program
with structure to enable each young person
participating to feel nurtured, safe, and have a good
time in a positive environment.

Cricklewood Boxing Club
BACKGROUND
Cricklewood Boxing Club ran multi-sport
camps with nutrition education for 4
consecutive weeks.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
"Rob was nice and the helpers were nice.
We had fun at the park"

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
"It was a successful project which brought
different children together to have fun and
get along well."
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Fresh Arts CIC
BACKGROUND
Fresh Arts ran a programme of drama, dance,
art, and music. The drama sessions were used
to teach children about healthy eating in a fun
and active way.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
Young Person B, an 11-year-old female said: I think
that Fresh Arts Holiday Camp is fun and exciting,
and all the teachers are nice and help with activities.
I like the activities because they are physical and
creative, and I love doing the activities that are arty,
but I also very much enjoy dance and drama. I have
never learned a dance sequence before and it was
fun to try it out. I love drama and art the most
because they're very creative and I love to take
different character roles.

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
The key achievements of our project were working with 94 children
from Barnet who were in receipt of Free School Meals alongside our
paid participants over a period of three weeks. Children had the
opportunity to work with our highly skilled professional artist
educators and participated in daily arts and crafts, dance, drama,
and singing as well as wellbeing activities. Throughout the day there
were themes which the artists would feed into each subject about
healthy living. There was a particular focus on this in Drama and in
the art projects undertaken. A key achievement of our project is that
children were able to perform songs, dances, and drama pieces to
each other at the end of each week. Children grew in confidence
and self-esteem and reported that they enjoyed the activities. In
music and dance, children worked on the musicals Matilda, Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory, and Mamma Mia and Oliver. In art, they
did tie-dye which was incredibly popular, made clay models of fruit
and vegetables and painted them, made a healthy food wheel,
created canvases based on identity, and did lots of painting.
Children enjoyed games and competitions throughout the day and
went home with a daily prize. We were incredibly pleased that
several children who had signed up for only one week stayed with
us for the full three weeks as they enjoyed the sessions so much.

Fun Unique Social Enterprise (FUSE)
BACKGROUND
FUSE engaged children and young people
living in social housing through fun
sessions and social activities which
consisted of sport, arts and crafts, hair,
and beauty, filming and healthy eating
programme. Outings were organised to
trampoline parks, swimming, and kayaking.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
One young female aged 10, who attended the
activities at Grahame Park said: "Overall the activities
were good, and I really enjoyed the offsite trips. A lot
of the things at youth club I have not done before."

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
We had a many young people attending the summer
activities, a lot of young people who were attending the
project for the first time. it was great that we were able
to cater to those both on free school meals and those
that weren’t within the funding as we received from
HAF and the National lottery.
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GROW
BACKGROUND
GROW ran a 10-day outdoor learning, wellbeing, and farming holiday programme for
9–11-year-old free school meal recipients
from the Underhill Ward, delivered at the
GROW Farm.

YOUNG PERSONS FEEDBACK:
10-year-old male said: "I enjoyed making new friends
and the whole farm experience!"

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
It was such a joyous 2 weeks to run. We had some visitors to
the farm on the last day and 3 of the children showed them
round, sharing their knowledge with them about how
tomatoes are grown, why polytunnels are used and why
beans are grown vertically. We had a ceremony at the end of
the week and the children were so proud to receive their
certificates. Children and parents led in a survey, and we
had over 80% rate the club 10/10 and all parents state that
they would send their child again.

Kickoff@3 CIC (Barnet Ballers)
BACKGROUND
Kickoff@3 CiC (Barnet Ballers) in
partnership with Kick Action Academy
supported by Pro Touch delivered a fourweek multi-sports and nutritional educational
activity programme for children and young
people aged 12-16 years old. A general
street safety workshop was delivered by a
serving Police officer.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
Young person AA, a 14-year-old male said: "This project
was the highlight of my summer, all I would be doing if I
wasn't coming here would be playing PlayStation or
hanging around on the street with friends. It's been a good
summer; I've been able to meet and play with new people
and I've made some good friends"

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
The KickOff@3 in partnership with Kick Action Academy 'Barnet
Ballers' programme which was run for 4 weeks over the summer
holiday turned out to be a great initiative with those young
people that attended thoroughly enjoying themselves and
enjoying the activities that were on offer to them. Feedback from
parents and young people themselves suggested that a project
of this nature should be delivered more often and that many of
them would love to come back if it was to be delivered again.
Our biggest challenge on this project was trying to get more
young people to attend, especially those that receive free school
meals. As this project was planned quite late, I believe that we
did not have enough time to promote it properly, especially as all
schools had closed by the time, we had put the plan to action,
this meant that we couldn't approach schools to spread the
word. There are many learning curves that have come from this
with the main one being more planning time and better
promotion, however, I believe if we do deliver this again it will be
a greater success. Overall, this has been an enjoyable
experience for us as an organisation and for the young people
and we hope to be able to deliver it again
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Langdon (SEND)
BACKGROUND
Langdon ran a programme for children
and young people across the Jewish
community who have autism and learning
disabilities. The programme focused on fun
activities, including arts, crafts, cooking
healthy meals, drama, dance sports and
fitness and building social communication
skills.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
In the scheme I really like playing air hockey
and talking to my friends about frogs.

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
We received very positive responses from Brady Summer
Scheme’s participants. They clearly enjoyed coming on summer
scheme and solidified friendships or made new ones when they
were with us. 80% of participants said that they felt more
confident because of their attendance on the scheme. Members
like the staff and feel that they organised the scheme saliently.
Over 90% of the respondents said that they would be returning
for more activities run by Brady in the future. Our results seem
to indicate that the summer scheme runs for an appropriate
amount of time, both with regards to its daily hours and the
dates that it’s scheduled for. One area for review would seem to
be the outcomes for Jewish identity from our scheme. Just over
half of respondents said that they felt more Jewish after our
scheme and around 65% of them said that they felt more of a
connection to Israel. While these show several positive
responses, it also highlights our need to, and more ways that
Jewish and Israel education can be an effective and relevant
part of our summer schemes.

Living Way Ministries
BACKGROUND
The programme consisted of socially
inclusive activities of food arts: during
which healthy meals and cooking were
demonstrated in daily groups led by
supervised Youth Team Leaders,
physical fitness exercises inside and in
open safe spaces, mental and
emotional challenging activities with
board games, music/dancing and
outings to various educational and
amusement establishments and social
educational outings.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
A 13-year-old girl said " I Love coming to this summer
club because of the food they serve, activities and the
good vibes of everyone in the club"
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Pro Touch SA CIC
BACKGROUND
Pro Touch delivered a programme of
multi-sport workshops outdoors around
nutrition, food, and healthy eating.
Activities included, Fencing, MiniTennis, Table Tennis, Speed and Agility
courses, Football Tennis, Skipping and
non-contact boxing.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
"I had a lot of fun playing football and doing other activities at the
camp. There were lots of kids my age, so I was happy and really
enjoyed my summer holiday because I met new friends and I learnt
new football tricks", Young Person A, a 12-year-old female.

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
We achieved multiple goals that we set out to accomplish.
Foremost of these was getting children active and
interacting with their peers after a long lockdown. We gave
out healthy balanced meals to our attendees as well as
educating them on healthy diets, habits, and exercise. We
provided high quality football fun, where skills and
friendships could develop.

Resources for Autism (SEND)
BACKGROUND
Resources for Autism provided a specialist
holiday play scheme to autistic children and
young people aged 8-16 years. Activities
included art and creative opportunities, role play,
simple cooking, and team games.

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
I Z, male, aged 8 "I don’t like celery or hummus. (Staff
convinced me to try it). I still don’t like it, but I like it a
little bit more now that I’ve tried it.

D, female, aged 10 "I love hummus, I love making
hummus, I didn’t know this vegetable (green and
yellow pepper) tasted so good with hummus. I
knew carrots did which is why I’m having these
(carrots and peppers with homemade hummus)".

Our young people engaged in enriching activities
that developed their communication, social skills,
and confidence. We were able to successfully
introduce all our participants to healthy food.
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Somali Bravanese Welfare Association in Barnet
BACKGROUND

Children and young attended our
centre and participated in
enriching sports/arts-related
activities all whilst educating
about the importance of healthy
eating and living. The activities
included both indoor and outdoor
activities; boxing, martial arts, art,
basketball, football, and much
more and hot meal was provided.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
This is a good way to communicate with
friends and family and have fun together. It
feels like we are a family having fun together.

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
Overall it was a great project and has allowed the
young people an opportunity to feel at ease post
COVID restrictions. A lot of people had reported a
reduction in their young people feeling anxious
because of coming to the centre and many have put
in requests for us to do some of the activities during
our weekend club.

Stonegrove Community Trust
BACKGROUND
FUSE at One Stonegrove lead the
delivery, of a programme of activities
focused on engaging children & young
people centred on activities that
developed social and life skills and off
site trips.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
Young Person R, an 8-year-old male said; "I want this
youth club to be my new school, it's so much fun
here" during one of our sessions. Young person J, a
10-year-old male "I woke up really early today,
because I couldn't wait to come to youth club"

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
Our young people engaged in enriching activities that
developed their communication, social skills, and
confidence. We were able to successfully introduce all
our participants to healthy food.
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Stonegrove Estates Youth Project (SEYP)
BACKGROUND
SEYP delivered a programme of
activities that supported beneficiaries'
personal and social development. We
provided various learning, social, and
fitness activities such as keep fit, t-shirt
designs, cooking, arts & crafts
including an activity that provides
nutritional education.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
Child Male 10 years “It’s cool here”

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
Great Success so many children and surprised to
see that many youngsters
Delivery reduced due to COVID-19 outbreak.

The Hope of Childs Hill (THOCH)
BACKGROUND
THOCH ran camps for low-income families who
use Basing Hill Park and engaged them in
leisure activities, community workshops about
nutrition and sports such as cycling, walking,
basketball, volleyball, badminton, and tennis
during the school holidays.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
"My 8yr old daughter E and 5yr old son went to the Basing Hill Park
Summer camp for nearly four weeks in the summer holidays. They
had so much fun riding bikes, playing badminton, basketball, tennis,
and many other activities. They made many friends at the camp.
They were there regardless of the weather. Anthony, Dominique,
Brian, the staff, and volunteers are extremely friendly and hardworking. This is the best place to take kids for the summer holidays
for activities. My children enjoyed every single meal they served at
the camp. They are looking forward to going back to the camp
during the holidays. I sincerely hope this camp will receive the
funding it deserves."

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
We regularly entertained the children four days a week through
the month of August and delivered nearly 1000 hot meals to
great success. Attendees were diverse and came from the
whole of the borough of Barnet. We were pleased most became
regulars even though similar programs were available to them
and usually closer to their homes. We were informed by the
parents that this was because their children enjoyed the
activities, food, and the diversity of attendees. We inducted two
12 year old children into our stable of young volunteers. The
children and sometimes the parents participated in cycling,
badminton, tennis, and basketball games, painting and
colouring classes and Chess games. The children expressed
their delight at the opportunity to participate fully in all the
activities without being charged and thoroughly enjoyed their
meals. They were disappointed when the program completed
but are looking forward to future dates. We would tell anyone
who did not know about the scheme that it was the best
summer of activities and food the attendees had. Friendships
were built by the children and parents, and we have made
friends too. The children and their families were as committed
to the scheme as the program leads and this promoted a
community feel.
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Tzivos Hashem – Chabad GG
BACKGROUND
Tzivos Hashem ran multi activity fun
programme for boys aged 6-11, along with
nutritional education.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
"Thank you so much for a fantastic camp. Y had such a
good time that he asked me to sign him up for next
year already. He woke up every day on time and
sometimes even earlier because he was so excited. It
gave me piece of mind to know that Y was having a
wonderful time and eating a full, healthy meal,
something we usually rely on his school for. " - Mrs P,
mother of an 8-year-old male participant.

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
We want to thank Barnet Young Foundation and
Space2Grow for reaching out to us and partnering
with us in ours summer scheme. Over the 2-week
period, we saw how the children excelled, each in their
own area: some in sports, some in crafts, some in
drama and acting. It was beautiful to see the children
interacting with one another, many of whom did not
know each other before the summer. "An army
marches on its stomach". By us being able to provide
proper meals for the children, not only was their
emotional wellbeing being taken care of, but their
physical too. We thank you again for reaching out
guiding us throughout the process.

Wild About our Woods CIO
BACKGROUND
A free-to-access woodland-based
holiday club (in Coppetts Wood). An
exploration of the great outdoors in a
safe, supportive environment with a hot
nutritious lunch.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
"I really liked making new friends and the different
activities we did. I loved searching and painting
stones to take home, and the games like hide and
seek.

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
We were able to offer 120 session places to
children in local schools who were on free school
meals. We worked hard to have full turn out every
day and for the children to have 4 hours of fun, play
and exploring in the local woodlands.
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Grange Big Local (SEND)
BACKGROUND
Grange Big Local, worked with SOTO CIC
to run a two-week summer scheme, aimed
at children from 5- 16 years old. The
sessions were for mixed abilities and
mixed genders. Sessions consisted of
multi-activity, including a mixture of
activities: Dance, Drama, Singing, Musical
Theatre, Multi-sports, Mixed Martial Arts,
Inflatable Gladiator Duels & Sumo
tournaments, no-bake baking, and arts &
crafts.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK:
Wonderful activities and amazing people.

ORGANISATION FEEDBACK:
We were able to reach a lot of people from our
target area. Kids made new friends. We were able
to take them out on day trips as well as have them
try loads of new activities. SOTO was amazing.
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6) Volunteering
Volunteering Barnet, as part of the Barnet Together partnership, were requested to
source volunteers to support and enhance the delivery of the HAF programme. This
was beneficial to staff and children on the programme.
Volunteers bring expertise, interest in working with children and can act as an
additional pair of hands to support the smooth-running of the programme. This is an
excellent role, as many are interested in volunteering with children, supporting this
project/cause and engaging with their local community.
The flexibility of the opportunity was also a positive part of the role, meaning
volunteers can give their time around their other commitments. Volunteering Barnet
worked mainly with LBB Council and Young Barnet Foundation as a partner on this
project, to develop a volunteer strategy and process. Barnet Together reach was fully
utilised to promote the role with the networks, Inclusion Barnet who supported us with
DBS processing and confirmation.
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7) Recommendations
Nutritional Education and Food provision
YBF members delivered nutritional education across the borough providing a variety of
activities to support children and young people’s knowledge on healthy eating throughout
the programme. Members have requested that additional resources such as workshops
and training manuals. As they feel it would be beneficial for future delivery. Key campaigns
such as Change4Life resources should be used for future programmes.
Food provision was focused on healthy eating. Members have recommended that children
and young people consume their meal as group with activity leaders as this encouraged
new healthy eating habits.
Members requested that menu’s from YBF and LBB food partners be provided ahead of
time so activity leaders can plan sessions around the food being delivered.
Members acknowledged that whilst the food being delivered by LBB and YBF food
partners was greatly appreciated, more child friendly options needed to be available.
Possible tasting sessions would be useful for future programmes.
Food partners TAPF and GoDharmic worked tirelessly to ensure meals were delivered on
time. However, delivery was hindered at council sites due to the lack of information on
exact staff contact details and the time spent looking for onsite leaders. Each partner
recommends having an onsite phone number to ensure food is delivered quickly.
Each food partner worked with the council to include child friendly options and improve
quality where needed. Future recommendations would be for tastings with children and
young people.

Booking system
The process for the LBB booking system caused several issues with registers not being
available and logins not being sent to members to allow enough time for assessment. A
training session for YBF members to understand the management system would help
members navigate the website better. Feedback received;
Every time we updated it as a user the data would vanish as soon as the portal was updated for
a different day. Luckily we kept our own registers as we would've had no way of historically
seeing who attended.
We were not able to add to the register, so we had children who turned up some days but were
not booked on we had no way of logging this.
Unable to see the waiting list so when we were asked questions about it, we did not have the
information. Which was could be irritating when we knew we had children on the waiting list and
knew some children wouldn’t turn up.
The booking forms seemed to close very quickly and be inaccessible after the project which
has meant the spreadsheet attached is not as completed as I would like it to have been.

Training
SEND provision was dealt with on an ad hoc basis except for YBF members who have an
existing cohort and networks to SEND children and young people. The variety of training
and for SEND provision needs to be increased.

YBF Member feedback
Members have stated that a series of nutritional education, healthy eating and SEND
provision workshops would be the most beneficial for the programme. Members
recommended the addition of fruit being delivered as a healthy snack boosted
provision for the programme.
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SEND
More thought needs to be applied to this strand.
If personal budgets are not applied to support individuals to attend activities then
alternative funding needs to be earmarked.
Need an application process to access/apply for additional funding to provide 1-1
support or small group support.

Volunteering
Locations of volunteering placement should be well in advance, to target volunteers in the
priority areas and will also allow the volunteers to be more prepared for the role.
Communication with LBB departments needs to on a regular scheduled basis which will
allow the flow of information to be shared quickly and in advance of tight deadlines. This
will result in the onboarding of volunteers to be quick and efficient with time to complete
all the relevant paperwork/training quickly.
Processes and next steps need to be in place before recruitment starts for the
management of volunteer expectations.
Named staff member at each site to manage volunteers.
Induction process should be developed.
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8) Key Takeaways
Young Barnet Foundation worked closely in partnership with the council to secure and increase
HAF provision for Summer 2021, with a total of 23 members delivering across Barnet
The invaluable steering, working and project groups with the council allowed for a quick
feedback loop with YBF which allowed for quick turnaround of grant application
YBF carried out a total of 23 Quality Assurance inspections all members met the high standards
set in place in collaboration with LBB Family Services department
YBF secured training with Public Health and BELS to enable cross working adding valuable
training to be delivered to providers. Both were pro-active in meeting the project brief
The YBF staff team followed efficient and agile project processes. Subsequently the team was
instrumental in securing food partners for the project and ensured initial payments were made
on time to both charitable partners to meet project deadline
YBF through the Barnet Together collaboration sourced additional fruit snacks through the
Barnet Food Supplies Hub to provide 7196 of individual fruit portions to LBB BACE and YBF
member providers. The additional fruit snack proved vital to supplement those children and
young people suffering from holiday hunger
Attendance across Summer 2021 provision was steady, with a slight drop off at the beginning
and end of summer. This reflected the national average attendance trends with
parents/guardians choosing to take children and young people away on trips or spend time
together face-to-face as a family or with friends
Attendance of CYP in receipt of FSM was a total of 71%, with a total of 17% of non-FSM. 11% of
the total is unknown as YBF stated in its award criteria that families suffering from financial
hardship could attend the HAF programme. It is widely acknowledged that families feel
stigmatised by being identified as being in financial hardship so this could be the main reason
for a small percentage of unknowns
Providers were given the flexibility to accommodate for children and young people known to be
living in families suffering financial hardship.
COVID restrictions meant that Members had contingency plans in place following government
guidelines of bubbles. Members were quick to follow risk assessments and as a result, only one
YBF Member shut down provision throughout the summer
In the case of children not being able to attend due to COVID isolation, Members where possible
delivered fresh hot meals to children and young people’s homes going above and beyond to
combat holiday hunger
Members acknowledged that children and young people can be fussy or slow to try new healthy
food and that this area of work in the programme is essential for children and young people to
make the right choices
The HAF programme has been key to boosting holiday provision for children and young people
in need across Barnet
Working with local groups has enabled greater flexibility to adapt to individual and group needs
as it is based on local knowledge
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